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• In response to the 1992 Rio Earth Summit, and 

then again at Johannesburg, many countries set 

up councils or similar bodies

• All served a similar purpose: to further 

sustainable development nationally

• Their form and function have differed 

considerably from one country to the next

• Rio+20 Outcome Document: ‘…strengthen 

national, sub-national and/or local 

institutions or relevant multi-stakeholder 

bodies and processes, dealing with 

sustainable development’ (Para 101) 



Challenges to National Councils

• Getting government, business, and civil 

society to work together

• How those groups interact with each 

other

• Effective management of resistance and 

challenges to their validity

• Durability of support from all sides

• The 2030 Agenda





• Do the ebbs and flows of political and 

financial support for sustainability expose 

a flaw in the concept of councils?

• Can councils facilitate pathways to 

sustainability where conventional 

methods and institutions are still failing to 

deliver?

Advancing the 2030 Agenda with 

meaningful multi-stakeholder platforms 

requires financing



• Councils have often been created when 

countries have decided to adopt national 

sustainable development strategies

• A core function of most councils is to 

operate as an advisory body to government

• But work programs differ, as they often 

arise from the priorities of the time

Mandates and Agendas



1. Government representative memberships

2. Mixed memberships (government and non-

governmental members representing other 

sectors and interests)

3. Memberships drawn entirely from outside 

government

Composition and membership



1. Strategy creation and advice

2. Policy and implementation

3. Monitoring and scrutiny

4. International outreach

5. Stakeholder engagement and capacity 

building

Functions and Activities



1. Activities that seek inputs from stakeholders to 

inform Council thinking, research and 

recommendations.

2. Activities convened by councils that aim to 

increase stakeholder understanding of 

sustainable development issues, strategies and 

policies.

National Council stakeholder engagement 

has typically been split into two types



The German Council for Sustainable Development 
(RNE) established by the German government in 2001

• A Mixed Memberships Group

• Currently funded until the end of 2019

• Primary tasks of the council are:
▪ The development of contributions for the implementation 

of the German Sustainability Strategy

▪ The naming of concrete fields of action and projects

▪ As well as make sustainability an important public 
concern.

Councils that have endured - Germany



Councils that have endured - Germany



Councils that have endured - Germany



Councils that have endured - Chile

Council of Ministers for Sustainability

and Climate Change

• A Government Representative Memberships group

• Funded by the Ministry of the Environment

• Duties: Reporting to the President, to recommend:
▪ Policies for sustainable management of natural resources

▪ Sustainability criteria to incorporated into policy-making 

▪ The creation of protected areas of the state

▪ The criteria and mechanisms by which citizen participation 

is to be incorporated into Environmental Impact 

Statements



Councils that have endured - Chile

Measures of success of the Council include:
• 15 Regional Environmental Advisory Councils

• Public awareness-raising workshops

• National and regional dialogues hosted by the 

Government

• “Dialogues for a Sustainable Chile” organized by 

civil society

• A National Council for the Implementation of the 

2030 Agenda



Councils that have endured – India

• A Government Representative Memberships group



Councils that have endured – India

Objectives

• Facilitate and carry out appropriate and target 

oriented action for climate change mitigation 

and adaptation; interlinking agriculture, 

sustainable development and rural development 

& Climate Smart Cities

• Foster and leverage public leadership to achieve 

the goals of such an integrated approach

• Strengthen knowledge economy.



Councils that have endured – India



Councils that have come and gone – the UK

• A Memberships drawn entirely from outside 

government group

• Established in 2000 as the UK Government's 

independent adviser on sustainable development

• Funded by the four UK Governments

▪ Core funding by Defra for Whitehall and UK work

▪ Additional funding from the 3 devolved governments

• Ceased operations on 31 March 2011



Councils that have come and gone - Australia

• A Memberships drawn entirely from outside 
government group

• The National Sustainability Council was established 
by the Australian Government, under then Prime 
Minister Julia Gillard, in October 2012.

• As a result of her more conservative predecessor 
Tony Abbott’s “smaller bureaucracy” initiative, as a 
non-statutory body the NSC was absorbed by the 
Department of Environment on Nov 08, 2013.









Observations

• Councils that have been long-lived could be so 

because they have become part of the DNA of 

government, or the cultural, or perhaps part of a 

national consciousness

• Factors for durability often include stable 

governments, wealth, and/or close economic ties 

to the land or sea by a majority of stakeholders

• Some councils appear to have transformed into 

VNR mechanisms



• Sometimes this has happened because a Council 

is seen to have completed its main task

• Sometimes councils have been abolished for 

political reasons, often a change of government

• Sometimes there is fading interest in or 

attention to sustainable development by the 

government or by society at large

• Sometimes councils, along with other non-

statutory bodies, become victims of economic or 

other circumstances

What where governance for sustainable 

development has not taken deep root? 



Recommendations

1. Re-establish a network of councils across the world

2. Assess which forms of councils are most affective, taking 

into account cultural, geographic, and economic factors 

that foster durable councils

3. Use the network as a mechanism for countries with 

durable councils to act as mentor or match-makers

4. Facilitate a mechanism to reliably and permanently 

connect local level sustainability councils to NCSDs

5. Mentoring to include helping councils at all levels to 

identify in-country resources for durable funding 

6. If a stand-along NCSD is not viable, facilitate joint 

programs or activities at the regional level rather than 

have no NCSD at all
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